
MRBTZB31
MediaRange Label Tape Cartridge, Replacing Brother TZ-B31/TZe-
B31, 12mm, 8m, Laminated and Permanent Adhesive, Black on
fluorescent Orange

MediaRange compatible label tape cartridges offer reliable quality for all your labeling needs.
Our extensive selection of label tape cartridges provides a variety of sizes and colors to meet a
wide range of application requirements. Ranging from 6mm to 36mm in width, the permanent
adhesive labels with laminated surface ensure durable adhesion and readability, with excellent
compatibility with corresponding label printers. Whether in the office, warehouse, retail, or at
home, our versatile color options including black, white, red, blue, green, yellow, fluorescent
orange, and fluorescent yellow provide the perfect solution for your individual needs.

 

Extensive range of sizes: Our label tapes are available in sizes
ranging from 6 mm to 36 mm, offering versatility for various
applications.
Diverse color options: Choose from a variety of color options,
including black, white, red, blue, green, yellow, fluorescent



orange, and fluorescent yellow.
Long-lasting adhesion: Our permanently adhesive labels ensure
excellent grip on a variety of surfaces.
Laminated surface: The laminated labels provide additional
protection against wear and tear, ensuring optimal printing
results.



FEATURES

Replaces: Brother TZ-B31/TZe-B31
Single plastic tape cassette
Black on fluorescent orange, 12mm
Specifically made for each label printer model
Fast and easy replacement
Permanent adhesive
Perfectly readable
Extremely weather-resistant
Length: 8m

APPLICATIONS

Office: For neat and organized labeling of files, folders, or storage containers.
Warehouse: Simplify inventory tracking and warehouse organization with clearly labeled
shelves, containers, and pallets.
Retail: Enhance product presentation and organization with professional-looking labels on
merchandise, shelves, and displays.
Household: Label household items, storage containers, and personal belongings for easy
identification and organization.
Compatible with the following label printer models*: Brother P-Touch 1000, 1010, 1080, 1090,
1260VP, 1280, 1280DT, 1290, 1750, 1830VP, 18R, 2030VP, 2100VP, 2420PC, 2430PC,
2470, 2480, 2700VP, 2730VP, 3600, 7100VP, 7500VP, 7600VP, 900, 9200DX, 9400,
9500PC, 9600, 9700PC, 9800PCN, Cube, D200, D200BW, D200BWVP, D200VP, D210,
D210VP, D400VP, D450VP, D800W, E100, E110, E300VP, E500VP, E550WVP, H105,
H200, H300, H300LI, H500, H500LI, M95, P700, P750TDI, P750W, P900W, P950NW

* All brand names & trademarks are the properties of their respective holders and are referred to
here for descriptive purposes only.

 



EAN Code Piece:4260664874249

EAN Code Carton:4260664874256
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